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Compressed Terminal Bonds.—This typo of terminal has
been applied to various designs of copper bonds. It consists of a,
cylindrical head varying from % in. to 1 in. in diameter and
slightly longer than the thickness of the web of the rail. This
head is forced into a recently reamed hole in the* web of the rail
by means of a heavy screw clamp provided with a conical contact
which engages the center of the bond head and causes it to ex-
pand and flow under the pressure applied ho that it makes inti-
mate contact with the inner surface of the hole and heads over,
rivet like, so as'to prevent easy loosening or removal. Homo
compressed terminal bonds have their heads drilled with an axial
hole through which a tapered stool pin is driven in order to expand
the copper head well into the hole in the web.
Compressed terminal bonds may be installed so as to surround
the fish plate or they may be of the "protected" typo, installed
before the fish plates are put on and later covered by the latter
plates, thus protecting the bond from mechanical injury or theft.
"When installing this bond great cans must be exorcised not to
drill the holes much before the bonds are inserted and to use u
lubricant when drilling holes which will not produce an insulating
film on the inside surface of the hole. Clear water or a solution
of bicarbonate of soda and water may be used but oil and soapy
water should not be tolerated as lubricants*
Soldered or Brazed Bonds.—Bonds similar to the above but
with flat tinned heads are sometimes soldered or brazed to the
side of the rail head or under the rail flmigo by moans of a gasoline
or oxy-hydrogen blow-torch after the rail has boon brightened at
the point of contact. These bonds have not proved entirely
satisfactory, however, as they arc quite likely to work loose and
are also quite easily stolen.
Electrically Welded Bonds.—A process of electrically welding
a short laminated copper bond, provided with a brass head, upon
the sides of the rail heads has recently boon developed. This is
accomplished by the use of a very largo alternating current pass-
ing through the very small areas of bond, rail head, and carbon
terminal in series and thus bringing the two metals to a welding
heat. While this process is termed welding it is more correctly
brazing, since two different metals arc joined with a flux of
borax between. The large alternating current necessary is pro-
duced by making the yoke and jaws which grip the bond and rail
head a part of the secondary circuit of a current transformer whose
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